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Using a Cognitive Bias Modification Task to Reduce Rape-Supportive Cognition
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Rape-supportive cognition has been linked with increased likelihood of sexual offending
(Abbey & McAuslan, 2004; Thompson et al., 2010), as well as reduced conviction rates of
rape (Temkin, 2010). This is thought to be due to the negative impact on jury decisionmaking (Wilmott, Boduszek, & Booth, 2017) as a result of high prevalence of rape-supportive
cognition amongst the general population, especially in men (Canto, Perles, & Martin, 2014).
This study sought to investigate whether rape-supportive cognition could be reduced at
multiple cognitive levels whilst adopting a sequential information processing approach.
Consequently, the cognitive bias modification (CBM) task – previously only used with
individuals suffering from depression and anxiety – was adapted and investigated. A sample
of forty participants was recruited from the general community. Participants were given the
Bumby RAPE questionnaire (Bumby, 1996), an ambiguous vignette and a mouse-tracking
activity before and after a task; each activity aimed to measure cognition at a different level
of cognitive processing (as per the sequential processing approach). Tasks administrated
were either an adapted cognitive bias modification task (n = 20) or a control task (n = 20).
The results indicated that the cognitive bias modification task was effective at reducing rapesupportive cognition for both the justifying and excusing rape subscales of the Bumby RAPE
scale, but not the ambiguous vignette or the mouse-tracking task. Therefore, the cognitive
bias modification task was effective at reducing explicit, but not implicit, rape-supportive
cognition. Additionally, the findings provided evidence for a dual-processing model over a
sequential information processing model of cognition. The implications of using such an
accessible and time-effective cognitive-bias modification task are discussed.
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